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Laura Sharpe, Agronomy Information Consultant; Mark Jeschke, Ph.D., Agronomy Manager

Planter Preparation for Spring

SUMMARY
• Preparing your planter for spring planting is critical for 

the success of your next crop. 
• Start with the basics like tire pressure, planter leveling 

and parallel linkage arm wear. Then move to seed 
tubes, double disc openers, meters, and closing 
wheels.  

• Finally, check your technology, including wiring, 
monitors, and sensors. Store data and prepare for 
new fields.

PLANTER LEVELING 
For proper disc cutting action, seed delivery, planting depth 
accuracy, and press wheel action, planters need to run slight-
ly uphill, particularly as they age and the parallel linkages be-
come worn. Check your planter for its levelness. If the planter 
is running downhill, it may require adjusting the hitch position. 

PARALLEL LINKAGES
Parallel linkages wear over time, which can lead to excessive 
movement of the row unit. Bushing wear will tend to make a 
row unit plant slightly shallower with more tendency for errat-
ic seed distribution. With your planter raised in the air stand 
behind each row unit and push up and side to side. If you find 
that the row unit moves excessively, it is time to replace the 
parallel linkage bushings.

OPENING DISCS
Sharp cutting double-disc openers can either make or break 
a planter. A business card can be used to determine if the 
discs have the necessary 2 inches of cutting edge contact 
(see below). The V-trench they form is critical for good seed-
to-soil contact and uniform emergence. As disc openers wear, 

they will no longer form a firm cutting point. This can lead to 
an irregular furrow, shaped like a “W” instead of a “V” resulting 
in variable seed depth placement and a lack of seed to soil 
contact. Discs should be replaced when wear exceeds factory 
specifications, which is typically when they have lost ½-inch 
or more of their original diameter. A good visual indicator that 
discs need to be replaced is when the original bevel on the 
edge of the discs is gone.

DEPTH GAUGE WHEELS
Depth-gauge wheels should be checked to make sure that 
they turn freely, move up and down easily, and run tightly 
against the opening discs. This is important to ensure that 
soil doesn’t flow between the wheels and the opening discs 
and into the seed trench, which can result in irregular seed 
placement and planting depth variability. Yearly inspections 
will tell you if the gauge wheel arm bushings are worn and 
if the wheels need to be shimmed in against the double 
disc openers.

SEED TUBES
Inspect seed tubes and vacuum for obstructions, leaks, and 
loose fittings, and continue to do this regularly throughout 
spring planting season. Clean seed tube sensors routinely, 
and make sure to adjust vacuum pressure according to seed 
size and shape.

Check your seed drop tubes to 
be sure they are free and clear 
of any obstructions, and make 
sure that they are not worn 
by your double disc openers. 
Rough edges caused by wear 
can alter your planter’s seed 
drop accuracy. Any hindrance 
or obstruction that interferes 
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with seed drop can result in erratic seed distribution, even 
though meters are functioning perfectly. If seed tubes are 
worn, they should be replaced. If the planter is equipped with 
seed firmers, they should also be checked for wear and re-
placed if necessary.

METERS
Meters should be taken apart before each planting season for 
cleaning and to check parts for wear. Finger pick-up metering 
units should be recalibrated after 100 acres have been plant-
ed per row unit. Confirm that all seals on vacuum meters are 
in working order and seed discs are flat and not warped. Dou-
ble check the clearance between the seed disc and the hous-
ing to prevent vacuum leaks. Inspect any belt or brush within 
the meter, and in high-speed delivery systems, for wear and 
misshapen bristles or paddles. It is also important to check 
the bowl tension on John Deere ExactEmerge™ planters. If the 
bowl tension is too loose, seeds may not end up getting to the 
brush belt for delivery to the seed furrow.

COULTERS AND ROW CLEANERS
Coulters and other attachments can impact seed to soil con-
tact, especially with heavy residues. Coulter depth and sharp-
ness are important to allow residues to be cut cleanly rather 
than crimping and pushing them into the seed furrow. Most 
coulters should be set to run about 1/4 inch above the depth 
of the double-disc openers. Be sure that coulters and residue 
attachments are aligned properly with the double-disc plant-
ed too deep and double disc openers not turning properly.

Make sure row cleaners gently sweep residue – you don’t want 
to move soil, just residue. Watch the row cleaners running. 
Fixed row cleaners shouldn’t turn constantly; they should 
gently turn sporadically, especially through areas of thick res-
idue. Floating row cleaners should maintain constant contact 
with the ground, flowing the contours and providing a clean 
and consistent path for the depth gauge wheels to follow.

CLOSING WHEELS
For closing wheels to perform properly, it is important to en-
sure that they are aligned with the opening discs. To check 
alignment, set the planter on the ground and pull ahead about 
5 feet. Look at the mark 
left behind the planter 
by the double disc open-
ers. The mark should run 
right down the centerline 
between closing wheels. 
If a closing wheel is run-
ning too close to the seed 
furrow, adjust the closing 
wheels to bring it back to 
the center.

CHAINS AND SPROCKETS
Check all chains, sprockets, and shear pins for wear and prop-
er tension. If they are worn or chain links are stiff, the chain 
should be replaced. Make sure chains are lubricated properly.

TECHNOLOGY CHECK
Check all wiring harnesses, ensure all wiring is connected and 
in working order. Consider gathering loose cords with zip ties. 
For all add on equipment, check all electric sensors, down 
force compressors etc.

Review all monitors, remove old prescriptions. Load VRS 
planting scripts from Granular Insights prior to planting and 
ensure planter is accepting the prescription. Utilize agronom-
ic tools from Granular Insights like population charts for hy-
brids based on seed price, yield environment, and commodity 
price. Scan corn seed batch tags for final planter settings to 
optimize seed drop. Have your planting plan pre-loaded into 
the monitor and onto all employee smart phones for simple 
stress-free planting.

SAFETY CHECK
Perform a safety check on all planting equipment to make 
sure lights and signals work properly so you don’t risk acci-
dents when moving from one farm or field to another. Ensure 
that all farm equipment has the appropriate slow moving ve-
hicle signage. Clean windows to ensure operators can see 
clearly. Ensure the hitch pin is secure and safety chain is at-
tached, especially for road travel.
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